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ABSTRACT

Based on the Baym-Kadanoff-Keldysh nonequilibrium Green's functions technique,

a quantum transport theory for semiconductor superlattices under high-electric field is

developed. This theory is capable of considering collisional broadening, intra-collisional

field effects and band transport and hopping regimes simultaneously. Numerical calcu-

lations for narrow-miniband superlattices in high electric field, when the hopping regime

dominates are in resonable agreement with experimental results and show a significant de-

viation from the Boltzmann theory. A semiphenomenological formula for current density

in hopping regime is proposed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the pioneering paper of Esaki and Tsu1 predicted a long time ago that in semicon-

ductor superlattices (SSL), the regime of negative differential conductivity (NDC) can be

observed, many theoretical2"7 and experimental8"14 investigations have been devoted to this

problem. The idea behind Esaki-Tsu prediction was that because of sufficiently large SL

period </, electrons can undergo many Bloch oscillations before being scattered by phonons

or imperfections in the crystal. In this case the drift velocity vj of electrons will decrease

with increasing electric field once Bloch frequency u — eFd is larger than the scattering rate

r (F is an electric field applied parallel to the superlattice axis and ft = 1). Consequently,

superlattice under NDC regime was proposed as a source for tunable submilimetter-wave

radiation15"17. Another NDC mechanism was proposed later in Ref. IS, relying on electron

hopping between Wanier-Stark quantized states, localized in uncoupled wells. The NDC in

superlattices is a manifestation of a phenomenon called dynamic localization of electrons.

Note that while experimental researches on transport in SL have reached very encouraging

results, theoretical investigations can not be considered as satisfying. The reasons of that

are as follows. i)Most of the previous investigations were based either on the classical Boltz-

mann or balance equations or on the calculation of the transition rates. These semiclassical

methods rely on the Fermi golden rule (energy and momentum conservation laws), which

is valid only in the vanishing collisional broadening limit P -¥ 0. Another approximations:

the neglecting energy and field dependences of scattering rate are not accurate either (the

later one is known as intra-collisional field effect). ii)In semiclassical treatment one of the

important aspects of transport theory, namely a distribution of carriers in electric field has

alway been avoided by considering it to be in equilibrium. In high-electric field that is

a rough approximation and as we will show bellow, the distribution function of electrons

in this case remarkably differs from the equilibrium one. iii)Semiclassical theories are not

capable of considering both band transport and hopping regimes at the same time though

they are only the manifestations of a common physical phenomenon.



Recently, quantum transport theories (based either on the Kubo formalism19"21 or on the

quantum transport equation22) for SL in low-field limit are developed. These investigations

show that finite collisional broadening and quantum interference effect are important and

can lead to a large negative correction to the drift velocity. The quantum transport theory

for SL in high-electric field is still absent althought with the submicrometer SL dimensions

this situation often prevails.

Naturally there remains an urgent need to establish a first-principle theory of transport

in SL which is capable of overcoming the above mentioned limitations. A potential candidate

for that theory is the nonequilibrium Green's functions formalism developed independently

by Bayni and Kadanotf23 and by Keldysh21. These two formalisms are equivalent, and

an elegant demonstration can be found in the review article by Langreth25. !n the low

electric field limit the Baym-Kadanoff- Keldysh (BKK) nonequilibrium Green's functions

formalism is very succesful in solving many physical problems (see for example Refs. 26, 27

and references therein). For example, developing the BKK formalism, Hansch and Mahan

derived the quantum transport equation for many particle system in low d.c electric field28'29.

The formulae for conductivity in SL derived both from the Kubo response theory19"21 and

the quantum transport equation22 are identical and recover the result of the Boltzmann

theory in the V -» 0 limit. However, in high field limit the use of BKK formalism (even for

bulk semiconductors) has still led either to formal results or has required nonstandard Monte

Carlo techniques for their solution (see for example Refs. 30-35). The central difficulty of the

problem is that in high electric fields the system is no longer space and/or time translationally

invariant and the gradient expansion is not valid. To overcome this difficulty, a group of

authors36"39 has proposed an interesting formalism (applied to bulk semiconductors) which

they call the Airy-transform technique. The idea of this technique is to treat the electric

field exactly by including it (represented via a scalar potential) as a part of the unperturbed

Hamiltonian. Once the eigenfunctions of the electron in the electric field is known, the

corresponding noninteracting Green's functions can be evaluated exactly. The interacting

Green's functions (due to scattering) are then evaluated by standard nonequilibrium Green's

functions treatment. The important achievement of this technique is to provide a realistic

recipe for computing physical observables such as carrier and current densities of the systems

far from equilibrium.

Employing the idea of the Airy-transform technique, in this paper we develop a realistic

working scheme for the treatment of transport phenomena in SSL under an electric field of

arbitrary strength. The main assumptions that distinguish our theory from the Airy trans-

form technique (applied to bulk semiconductors) are as follows. First, the Airy-transform

technique supposes that the eigenfunctions of electrons in an electric field are Airy func-

tions. Even for bulk semiconductors this approximation is valid only for electrons near the

bottom of the conduction band where the effective mass approximation still holds (low field

regime). In the high field regime, the oversimplifying realistic band structure by parabolic

law leads, in particular, to the unphysical increasing to infinity of the mean kinetic energy of

electrons and to divergent integrals for electron and current densities'40. This phenomenon

is called "escape"41 or "runaway"34 effect and can be eliminated by including realistic band

structures in the calculations42'43. In our theory, a realistic SL band structure along the

field was included in the calculations and consequently the "runaway" effect was not ob-

served. Second, the Airy-transform technique (in neglecting Zener tunneling) supposes that

the electron kinetic energy along the field £- is a continuos quantity and consequently the

summation over e= was changed to an integration. This is in contradiction with' the Wanier-

Stark localization concept44 and was the object of a long controversy in solid state theory

(see for example Refs. 45, 46). However, in SL, the Wanier-Stark ladders have been clearly

resolved4''48 and were observed, altbeit, in optical experiments49""55. The electron energy

along the field in our theory has discrete values sz = su (s = 1,2,3...) and the summation

over these discrete eigenvalues is a crucial point of our formalism. Our theory in principle

is free from the limitations of the methods mentioned above and it is suitable for numerical

calculation of kinetic coefficients for realistic systems. Moreover this theory clearly reveals

the quantum effects due to discrete values of electron kinetic energy along the field which is

absent in the standard Airy-transform technique. We believe that the present work is the



first one, where the quantum transport theory for SSL in high electric field is formulated

realistically.

The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sec.ll the main statements of the BKK formalism

are reviewed. In Sec.Ill we define the "eigenfunction transformation" and transform basic

equations of the BKK technique into their counterparts in the new representation. In this

section, the definitions of physical quantities such as carrier and current densities of electrons

in gauge-invariant form are also presented. In Sec.IV the formalism is applied for narrow-

miniband superlattices in high electric field limit, when the hopping regime dominates and

in Sec.V we discuss these results and make some concluding remarks.

II. NONEQUILIBRIUM GREEN'S FUNCTIONS FORMALISM IN

COORDINATE REPRESENTATION

In this section we give the brief review of the main definitions and basic equations of the

BKK technique. Systematical description of this technique can be found, for example, in

Malian's textbook28.

The six Green's functions of the BKK method are as follows:

G>(.r,,.r2) = -i(*(*i)*+(*2)); C^xi .x , ) = i(*+(xa)*(x,)},

G'(.r,,.r2) = 0(J, - h)G>(xux2) + 0{l2 - U)G<(xx.x2),

GVi.-r*) = 0(t2 - tl)G
>(xl,x7) + 0(tt - h)C:<(xu.r2),

Cr = G'-G<=G>- 6""; Ga = G' - G> = G< - G!,

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

where (...) is the average over any quantum state of the system, 0(x) is the step function

and x — [f,t). The field operators are expressed in terms of the eigenfunctions tf\\(f) and

creation o | and anihilation a.\ operators as follows:

(2.5)

The Dyson's equation for the Green's functions (2.1)-(2.4) is more easily expressed by using

the matrix notation:

1,12) = G0(x,,x2) + /
J —CO

where

G' -G<

G> -G'"

(2.6)

(2.7)

Gg and Ea are noninteracting Green's functions and self-energies respectively. The index a

denotes either of (>,<,<,t) and Srjs are related with E° by the same relation (2.4) as for

G1"1". The equation of motion for Green's functions can be found by operating (id/dt — Ho)

on both sides of Eqs. (2.6) (Ho is the unperturbed Hamiltonian). This yields

rfx3H(x1,i3)G(x3,x2), (2.8)

where I is the unit matrix. From the system of Eqs. (2.6)-(2.8) we can write down the

equations for retarded and advanced Green's functions G""-"

Gr-"(xux,) = GS*(x,,x2) + f <lx3dx.lG
roa(xux3)H

r-a(x3,X4)Gr'°(x4,xt), (2.9)
J—00

and the equation of motion for correlation function Gc

P r(xi,x3)G<(x3 lxa) + 5<(x I ,x3)G"(i3 )x2)], (2.10a)

,x2) = (°° [Gr(x,,x3)E<(x3,x2) + G<(x,,ar3)H
o(x3,a:2)], (2.10b)

Here, two equations of motion are required since in general the correlation function G<

depends on the coordinates i i and x2 separately. The system of Eqs. (2.6) and(2.8) are exact

and the basic equations of BKK formalism. In principle they are self-consistent equations

since E° is a function of G". For the case of the electron being scattered by phonons the

electron self-energies have the form (one phonon event)



=-"{xi,x2) = ;GQ(x1,x2)D°(i I,x2),

where D"(ii,x2) is the phonon Green's functions:

(2.11)

?"**'', (2.12)

Df is the electron-phonon scattering matrix element and u.y and A'̂  are phonon frequency

and occupation number respectively. The "-" sign is refered to D> and the "+" sign is

referred to D*-.

For the case of electron scattering from dilute and randomly distributed potentials, the

self-energies should be averaged over the impurity positions. The result in the Born approx-

imation yields:

where n,- and u[r) are density and strength of scattering potential.

In principle, once the Green's function G<(x},x2) is found, the averaged value of any

physical quantities can be evaluated. For example the carrier density nt and current density

j can be defined as follow:

(2.14)

*,*') (2.15)

where I' is tho volume of the sample, ff<{x,x') is the gauge-invariant counterpart of GK

which in principle differs from G<. However, the solution of the system of Eqs. (2.6)-(2.13)

is a difficult task and until now it can be implemented to completion only in the low field

limit, when tlie gradient expansion may

III. NONEQUILIBRIUM GREEN'S FUNCTION FORMALISM IN

"EIGENFUNCTION REPRESENTATION"

The starting point of our theory is to find exact eigenfimctions of electrons in an electric

field applied parallel to the superlattice axis OZ. Suppose that at zero field the electron

spectrum is described in the envelope function approximation, when the periodic potential

of the host material is taken into account in the electron effective mass m. The electric

field is presented via the scalar potential <p(z) = eFz and interminiband transitions can be

neglected. The Schrodinger equation for this non-interacting system reads

- ^ + VSL(z) + eFz] 4>P±,(f) = e ? i > ? i J ( r ) , (3.1)

where VSL is the SL periodic potential and <^x»(r) and £p±s are eigenfunctions and eigen-

values respectively. The solution ofEq. (3.1) yields18

1

\s{ = ) =
y/d

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

where v — eFd is the BIocli frequency, 2i\ is the SL miniband width, LX,LV,LZ are the sizes

of the system in X,Y,Z directions, Ar is a number of superlattice periods and UPl(z) is the

Bloch function. The eigenfunction (3.3) can be expressed in the series of Bessel functions

Y.(*)= E (3.5)

where

_ Vd
2iT J-n/d

is the eigenfunction of the ground state of the an isolated quantum well centered at the

origin. Usually, in the literature'1''18 the eigenfunctions x,(=) are presented in the form

given by Eq. (3.5), which clearly shows that at sufficiently high electric field A/i/ <C 1

the s-eigenstate is well localized in the s-well. In this case, electrons can diffuse through

the crystal by "hopping" from one eigenstate (localized in one well) to another (hopping

regime). In the opposite weak field limit A/v 2> 1 the eigenfunction extends over many

periods and it corresponds to the band transport regime. The integral representation of



X»(~) (Eq. (3.3)) however is useful for numerical calculation. The eigenfunctions (3.3) are

real, and form a:s -rthogonal set

/ :

Nd/2
t

Nd/2
E \.(--).Y.(--') = 6(z - «') (3.6)

Furthermore, taking into account the periodicity of Bloch function t'p.(z) = UpAz + n< )̂>

from Eq. (3.3) we can get an interesting relation for the eigenfunction

\,{z) = \(z- sd); (3.7)

We consider the system subjected the electric field in the OZ direction. In this configuration,

the translational invariance in both XOY plane and in time remain and consequently, the

Fourier transformation can be implemented for the difference of these coordinates. However,

in OZ direction the translational invariance was broken and nonequilibrium Green's func-

tions depend on the coordinates ^i and c2 separately. Following the idea of Airy-transform

technique we define the "eigenfunction-transformation" as follows:

r
C'(;Ti.,.<,,.s-i,u;) = /

J—

Nd/2
I

Nd/2
(3.8b)

Note that in this "Yigenfunction" representation, noninteracting Green's functions for elec-

tron in the presence of an electric field, but without scattering are diagonal:

— £pxi ± iO'
(3.9)

£\)6ii (3.10)

Applying the "eigenfunction transformation" (3.S) to Dyson's Eq. (2.9) we obtain

k

Similarly the equations of motion (2.10) for correlation function GK in the new representation

have a form

9

(3.12a)

[w - £J;L,2] G
<(p±,s,,s2,u;) = p.L,S|,i,u;)=<(p.L, i,s2,u;)

(3.12b)

If we consider the Green's functions G(pj.,i,j,w) and 3{p,i,j,w) as elements of an N x N

matrix G(pj_,u.') and Z[px,u) respectively the Eq. (3.11) has a formal solution:

where n(;T|_,i',j,u.') = (u-cf1;){ij,aii(l A"' is the inverse matrix of A. [The alternative and

useful representation of solution (3.13) is presented in Appendix A]. By using the solution

(3.13) and applying standard procedure for solving algebric equations, both Eqs (3.12a) and

(3.12b) yield the same answer

j>2,u>). (3.14)

Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12) are exact counterparts of Dyson's equation (2.9) and of the equation

of motion (2.10) of BKK technique. However, the equation of motion (3.14) is the progress

of this new representation, since instead of solving the two equations of motion (3.12a) and

(3.12b) it requires the solution of a unique equation (3.14). A similar equation for G< in

fact was obtained in Ref. 36 with the assumption that Gr'° are diagonal functions. However,

the Eq.(3.14) in our theory was obtained exactly by elegant algebric procedures. Note

that the Eqs. (3.11) and (3.14) were derived for the case of a finite number of eigenstates

(i, j = 1,2,3...W). However it is not difficult to show that they are also valid for the case of an

infinite number of eigenstates (see Appendix B). Since Eq.(3.14) has no origin counterpart,

it is interesting to transform the Eq. (3.14) back to the coordinate representation. By using

Eqs. (3.6) and (3.S) one can get

G < ( I , , I 2 ) = J (/T3rfT4Gr(i1,i3)H<(x3,x4)G'1(n,i2).

10

(3.15)



The next step in our theory is to transform the self-energies (2.11) and (2.13) into the new

representation. For elastic scattering from impurities, the retarded self-energy does not

involve the electron occupation number and consequently is unaffected by nonequilibrium.

However, for the case of electron scattering by phonons, the retarded self-energy does depend

upon the occupation of electrons and it is therefore affected by nonequilibrium

The self-energy (3.16) couples the Dyson's equation (3.11) and the equation of motion(3.14).

To simplify this situation from here on we have limited our investigation to nondegenerated

electron systems when the last term of Eq. (3.16) can be neglected. This is a standard

approximation which decouples Dyson's equation for Gr (3.11) from the equation of motion

for G< (3.14)27'32. Applying the "eigeufuuction transformation" (3.8) for self-energies (2.11)

and (2.13), for point-like impurity scattering, quasi-elastic scattering on acoustic and on

non-polar optic phonons, the Born approximation gives:

" n=O,±l i]

where Mo = »,»2 + t\'2T/pvj, A/±] = Do[A'o + (1 ± l)/2], n; and u are concentration and

amplitude of the scattering potential, A is the electron-acoustic phonon interaction constant,

Do is the electron- optic, phonon matrix clement, p and v, are crj'stal density and sound

velocity and A'o and u.'o are optic phonon occupation number and frequency respectively.

The upper sign (-) in the argument of Green's functions refers to "r" superscript and lower

sign (+) to "<". Elements of the diinensionless tensor A have a form:

^ijkl = I (3.18)

Note that for this model of scattering, the pj_ dependence of Er>< was eliminated. The case of

scattering on polar-optic phonons is more complicated and requires a separate investigation.

The solution of the system of Eqs. (3.11)(3.14) and (3.17) is not an easy task. However, to

take into account collisions] broadening effect it seems sufficiently to evaluate Hr in lowest

11

order by replacing Gr -> GJ in Eq. (S.IT)35"39. In this case the Eqs. (3.11) or (3.13) can

be solved (at least numerically). Once Gr'a are known Eqs. (3.14) and (3.17) lead to a

self-consistent quantum transport equation for the "distribution function" G< .

The last step of our theory is to evaluate average values of physical quantities according to

the Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15). Below we will focus attention on two observables: carrier nc and

current j - densities. According to the scheme proposed in Ref. 37, at first we implement the

Fourier transformation for difference of coordinates in XOY plane and of time variable and

for separate coordinates in OZ direction. The gauge-invariant counterpart of any Green's

function (in scalar potential gauge) is related to the original one by the relation3'

<7(pj.,Pi,P2,r -> 0) = J '-^ J<hldz2e-i'"z'-in**G(pJ_,zl,:2,u) (3.19)

Substituting (3.19) into (2.14), after some manipulations one gets

Similarly the equation for j has a form

lev [ rffcj.

where

2ei> r dfcj. [du^^U

" ' 3 ' f
(3.21)

(3.22)

Here and bellow the diagonal components Ga(p±,s,s,u) and Z"(pi_,s,s,cj) for simplicity

are denoted by Ga(pj.,s,a>) and £"(p±,s,u) respectively. Moreover, we note that, the

diagonal elements of Green's functions are needed to define the carrier density while for the

current density off-diagonal elements are required. In deriving Eq. (3.21) we have used the

expression for the velocity18-58 v. = i[H, s], where H is the total Hamiltonian. Eqs. (3.20)

and (3.21) can be reduced to more convenient forms. At first, note that, from the definitions

of Green's functions (2.1)-(2.5) and from the transformation (3.8) one can get the following

useful relations:

12



j.i»]\ (3.23)

Moreover, note that the arguments of Green's functions w, i and j are not independent

variables: G(j>xJ,j,»>) = G(p~i_,w - iv,u — ji/). From Eqs. (3.20) and (3.21) one can get

(3.25)

(3.26)

where Q — ui—su has a meaning of electron energy in XOY plane. The current density (3.26)

is an odd function of the electric field (jr( — F) = — jt(F)) as it should be expected. The

system of Eqs. (3.11),(3.14), (3.17)-(3.26) is a complete set of equations which is capable

of describing superlattices in electric field of arbitrary strength and with finite collisional

broadening. Note that, as in the situation of Airy transform technique, at this stage we have

not been able to demonstrate in general that the linear limit of our result concides with those

obtained via the Kubo formalism19 or the quantum transport equation22. The difficulty of

the problem is that in the zero-field limit, the eigenfunrtion (3.3) do not approach a plane

wave uniformly. However, we believe that since the electric field is included in the theory

exactly both low and high field limits (band and hopping regimes) can be extracted from

the theory. This situation is similar to the transport phenomena in quantized magnetic

field, when classical limit can be obtained from the final results by changing the sumation

over Landau levels by an integration over magnetic field. Another interesting feature of

our theory is that the Green's functions and self-energies are matrices of finite dimension

and many mathematicial proceduces can be implemented by algebraic methods. That is an

appeling and practical way, especially for nanostructures with small number of eigenstates

(double, triple quantum wells, cuprate oxides with a few C11O2 planes or SL with few tens

periods).

13

IV. HOPPING CONDUCTION IN NARROW-MINIBAND SUPERLATTICES

In this section, to demonstrate the validity of our theory we will explore the system of

Eqs. (3.11),(3.14), (3.17)-(3.26) to evaluate the distribution function and the drift velocity

of electrons in narrow miniband superlattices in high electric field. In these systems two

criteria for band transport regime: Aju 3> 1 (electric field do not destroy the resonant

tunneling between layers) and A / P 2> 1 (electron mean free path much larger than the SL

period) are not valid and experimental results12 '13 '57 firmly show a failure of semiclassical

theory. However as far as we know there exist very few theoretical investigations on this

regime and all of them are based on the vanishing collisional broadening approximation18 '58.

When the opposite condition ( A + V}/" -4C 1 holds, the eigenfunction (3.5) is well localized

in each well and an electron can diffuse through the crystall by hopping from one well to

the nearest neighbour. In this case, only overlaps between nearest neighbour eigenfunctions

are important. We will keep only the most important elements of the tensor A (3.18):

•S(=), A,;,,+1 = A, = d J dzx&z) Yo(r - </),

Aim-1 = A2 = rf/rfz\g(c)\-0(r + t/), Am+U-+1 = A3 = dfdzxl{z)xl(z + d), (4.1)

! = 0 (otherxvise)

The numerical results for Ao, Ai, A2 and A3 computed according Eqs. (4.1) and (3.3) are

presented in Fig. I. For simplicity, in the numerical calculations we have replaced the Bloch

function ['pD(:) -> 1. These results show that for i//A > 10, Ai go to saturation (Ao ~ 0.67,

A2 ~ 0.062, Ai ~ 0.012 and A3 ~ 0.1). This phenomenon is due to the fact that after some

critical value of the field, the eigenfunction (3.5) becomes a wavefunction of an isolated

well and do not depend on the field anymore. In this hopping regime Ai, A2 and A3 axe

small parametters. The other interesting feature of the coefficients A,- is that if we change

F —y —F, Xi change to A2 and vice versa, however Ao and A3 remain unchanged. Naturally

it should be expected that j t is proportional to A! and A2.

The first step of our calculations is to evaluate the retarded self-energy. As it was

mentioned in Sec. Ill, to take into account collisional broadening it seems sufficiently to

14



evaluate Er in lowest order by replacing Gr -*• Gr
0 in Eq. (3.17). In this case, from Eqs.

(3.9) and (3.17) we obtain

_ m
£

r)=O.±l

(4.2)

where

A*M = / 1 r ^ (4-3>

The integral in Eq. (4.3) has a standard form for the retarded self-energy in 2D electron

systems. The real part of it is "ultraviolet" (logarithmic) divergent. This divergence occurs

also in 3D and is a result of the model of short range scattering potential and of long-

wavelength limit of scattering on acoustic and non-polar optic phonons. There exist different

ways to circumvent this artificial divergence (see for example Hef. 59) and all of them are

based on the idea of including a divergent term to the ground state (divergent term giving

the shift of the whole band). Following this idea, here we include in the ground state

the logarithimic divergence of the real part of integral (4.3). Consequently the real and

imaginary parts of integral (4.3)) yield

u — ku — i/u?o , ,
Relvk{w) = In = — I7r0(a> — kv — T/U.'O)

Substituting the tensor (4.1) into Eq. (4.2) one can get

. _ "i V A/ M / f \ [/

- 7 r " r/=O,±l

=T[*.* + l.w) = ~ . £ A/,,{A,/„(„..) + A2/,,5+l(u..)}

1 — ' " V \J (\ A U

Hr(.-\ s ,u) = 0 (otherwise)

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

Note that the off-diagonal elements of Hr are proportional to the small parameters Aj and

A2.

The next step of the calculation is to find the retarded Green's function Gr. Substituting

Eqs. (4.5)-(4.S) for the self-energies into the Eq. (A2) and keeping only linear terms on At

and A2 we obtain:

15

u — Sf±—sv — z.r* (s, a;)'
(4.9)

(4.10)

The same answer can be obtained by direct substition of the self-energies (4.5)-(4.8) into Eq.

(3.11). Note that in linear approximation on A] and A2, Gr(p,u) reduces to the tridiagonal

matrix. However, beyond this limit Gr(p,w) may have other, different from zero, elements.

Similarly, by substituting the tensor (4.1) into Eq. (3.17) one can get the equations for

the elements H<(.<=, s',u>). In the linear approximation on Ai, A2 and A3 this yields

L,A1<> I -nr^{*O^{VL,S,U + 'Wo) + A3[V^(Pi.,s + 1,LJ + wo)

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)

=<(s,w) = jY.M, J T^TJ {A0G1<(;7L,«,u; + i,u.-0) + A3

+ G<(j>x,^ - l ,w - 7;u.-0]}

E<(S,S\OJ)-0 [otherwise)

From Eqs. (<1.U)-(4.14) we can see that the elements of H*1 are defined by the diagonal

elements G<(pj.*-<i.w + V^'o)- The equation for this quantity can be obtained from the

equation of motion (3.14), it has a form:

or equivalent ly

where

= i(Gr - G°) =

(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.17)

is the spectral density, W(s,u) and —r(s,u) are real and imaginary parts of the diagonal

elements of the retarded self energy (4.5). In the Born approximation, from Eqs. (4.5) and

(4.4) one can get
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Tl=O.±l
1.1

ft —
+ ln n -

= T7 £
" d r,=O,±l

, (4.18)

, (4.19)

The last two terms in these equation are connected with the intra-coliisional field effect,

terms which were absent in semiclassical treatments. Eq. (4.16) shows a direct connection

between GK and <7r (through A) and has the exact form of an equation for the equilibrium

Green's function C!<(p,w) (when F = 0). This resemblance can be expected since the

diagonal elements G<(pj.,s,u) describe the electron distribution (statistics) for separate.

Stark levels. The dynamic of electrons (current density) is described bj- off-diagonal elements

G<(j7i,.s,i- ± l,uj) and as can be seen bellow is connected with the joint spectral density.

Following the standard proceduce, we define the distribution function /(ft) as follow

f'<(/'ii*'iw) = >A(p±,ll)f[tt). (4.20)

By su/)stitut ' ig Eqs. (-1.20) and (-1.11) info the Eq. (-1.16) »«• obtain tire quantum transport

equation for the distribution function as follows:

/(ft) =
-"' I"/ .,=o.±i

where/(ft) =/<(ft)/(ft), and

I'M =

A/, {A0/(n + »,o.-b) + \ , [/(ft + .,u;u - «/) + / ( « + ,Ko + i/)]} (4.21)

(2ir)»
= ". [i + i arclan

ft - IK(ft)]
J (4.22)

is the electron density of states. The first term in Eq. (4.21) describes the distribution of

elect ron.s in the separate "Stark subband', the last two terms correspond to the electron flow

from and anti-llow into neighbour Stark subbands. Eq. (4.21) is an homogeneous integral

equation with the 6- function as kernel. It can be solved by Alteration with the initial guess

being the equilibrium solution [in P —> 0 and u —> 0 limits, direct substitution shows that the

equilibrium distribution function is indeed a solution of Eq. (4.21)]. Numerical calculations

were made for realistic values of parameters taken from the experimental situation of Ref.13

[sample II: d = 13-1/1(118/16), »>Ga/tj = 0.067nio, mMA, = 0.0S5».)o, A = 0.75meV, T =

100A' and nc = 1014cm 3] . The only adjustable parametter is the impuriry scattering rate

To = w7iiU2/2d. We fix it by fitting to the value VQ = hlm/s for drift velocity at field

strength F = 3KV/cm and found that Po = 0.14meV (r ~ 2.34ps). Note that in this

system, the band gap between ground and first excited minibands is eg = S9.5meV, so

up to electric field F < 20I\V/cm (v < 26.67726^), hopping to Stark levels that belong

to the first excited band means hopping throught more than three periods in real space.

This situation allows neglecting inter-miniband transitions and is in agreement with our

formalism. For the same reason, the hopping associated with emission or absorption of

optic phonons (u.'o = 36nieV) can be neglected (moreover in this range of temperature the

occupation number of optic phonons is negligible).

Fig.2 shows the function /(ft) for different field strengths. For comparision we also show

the corresponding equilibrium function /o(H). An important feature of /(ft) is that with

increasing field strength the distribution function extends to the high energy region. Even

at moderate field strength (F = 7AT'/rm) the [unction f(ii) is remarkabily different from

the equilibrium one. However, in contrast to the case of free electrons'10, the distribution

function /(ft) in our theory clearly approaches zero at high energy. That is a consequence of

including realistic band structure of superlattices along the field into theory. F/g.3 shows the

similar influence of collisional broadening on the distribution function /(ft). We can see that

as the electric field, the scattering decreases the electron population in the low energj' region

and increases it in the high one. Another interesting effect of nonequilibrium distribution

function is that a seriers of singularities located at Stark levels were observed. This effect

is due to Van Hove singularities in the density of states in 2D systems and is similar to

the singularities of electron density in quantized magnetic fields. Note that, for kinetic

coefficients, which result from integration over the whole range of energj' these singularities

are not revealed. However, for opitc or acoustic measurements these singularities may be

observed (see for example Refs. 49, 50).

To evaluate the current density according to the Eq. (3.26) we need to find the off-

diagonal element Ci^Cpj.,*,^ — l,w). By using Eqs. (4.10) and (4.13) for Gr and 3< and
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the equation of motion (3.14), after lengthy but straightforward calculations we obtain:

[ n - £ - - m n ) ] -
+ v (4.23)

Eq.(4.23) shows interesting features, namely the integrand contains the product of two

spectral densities at different energies. This resembles the linear quantum transport theory

of Ilansch and Mahan26-29 (i» -v 0), where the integrand for the current density has the

square of the spectral density. This product of spectral densities is a joint spectral density,

introduced in fief. 31 for Monter Carlo studios of quantum transport in high electric field.

In our case the initial and the final energies are it and fl + v respectively. Moreovc.-, as

mentioned before, the current density is proportional to the overlap constants \\ and Aj.

In fig.4 ive present the numerical results for the drift velocity vj versus electric field

strength computed according to Eq. (4.23). Note that all integrations on p± in Eq.(4.23)

can be evaluated analytically while the remaining one dimensional integral, is then evaluated

numerically. For comparison we also show tlie corresponding I'd evaluated from semicJassical

Boltzmann theory, allhought in our system it is not applicable5'. Our theory exhibit a clear

NDC regime (reduction of vd from 5\m/s (/•' = Oh'V/nn) to 28.5>H/JS (F = 16A.'V/cm)

and is in resonable agreement with experimental results of Ref.'3(i»,i reduced from 51m/s to

43.8/H/.S respectively). We do not expect a better agreement with the experimental results

hero since the important effects such as coherent back scattering and formation of high

field domain are not included in the consideration. We postpone these interesting problems

for the next, separate work. The most important achievement of our theory in this stage

is that the required resulting scattering rate is I" ~ 0.2meV which is nearly an order of

magnitude less than the unphysical value for f required by semiclassical theory57. A large

quantitative deviation between curve 2 (quantum theory) and curve 4 (Boltzmann theory)

clearly indicates a failure of the classical theory. The similar situation has been pointed our

in the low-filed limit19-22. With increasing scattering rate or temperature, the drift velocity

19

increases in agreement with physical picture of an electron hopping between Stark levels.

This is in contrast to the low-field limit (band transport) regime, where the increasing of

scattering rate or temperature leads to a negative correction to a drift velocity19'22.

V. DISCUSSION

In summary we have developed a first principle quantum transport theory for semicon-

ductor superlattices under high-electric field. This theory is also capable for considering

collisional broadening, intra-collisional field effects and band transport and hopping regime

simultaneously. In matrix notation this theory gives a practic recipe for studying nanos-

tructures with small number of eigenstates. Concrete numerical calculations for narrow

miniband superlattices in high electric field, when the hopping regime dominates are in

resonable agreement with experimental results and show a significant deviation from clas-

sical Boltzmann theory. Althought there still remain unsolved problems such as: inelastic

scattering on polar-optic phonons, contributions of interminiband transitions, self-consistent

solution for retarded Green's functions, etc, the scheme for solving them is clear. In conclud-

ing we believe that our formalism gives an important contribution to the transport theory

in solids.
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APPENDIX A

The solution (3.13) can be expressed in a series of diagonal retarded Green's function

C!d{pL,s,s\ui) = u}_^ _"' y s . (Al)

Note that, the matrix Sr(;7I,cj) can be expressed as a the sum of two terms, one is the

diagonal part aj(p±,u) and the second is the remained one 3j{p±,u). Then the solution

(3.13) can be expressed as follows00

= [»--rf ~ad\ = [ ( " - • = • . / ' V 1 ~ ( " ~ - ' ' ' "d ) \ =

(1 ^r,u^r.a\~ /~ir,n f-i _t_ (pi".i-M (A2J

This series converges if the modulus of characteristic values (eigenvalues) of GJaS£° are less

than unity.

APPENDIX B

We will prove the validity of Eq. (3.14) for the case of an infinite number of eigenstates.

The validity of Eq. (3.11) in this case is obvious. From Eq. (3.11) one can get:

From Eq.(3.12a) we have

(fi., fc, * , w) (B2)

21

Substituting Eq. (Bl) for Ssij into the r.h.s of the Eq. (B2) we get the the Eq.(3.14) in the

text. The same result is obtained if we start from Eq. (3.12b).
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.l Dependence of overlap constant A; on the parameter i//A, curve 1: Ao; curve 2: A3 •

curve 3: A2 and curve 4 : A)

Fig.2 Distribution function /(ft) with the following parameters: T = 100/f, To = 0.3meK,

curve 1: Equilibrium case; curve 2: F = 7ATV/nn; curve 3: F = lQ.5KV/ctn.

Fig.3 Distribution function /(ft) with the following parameters: T = 100/\\F = 7KV/cm,

curve 1: To = 0.3meV ;̂ curve 2: To = 0.5meV.

Fig.l Electron drift velocity, curve 1: T = 100A",ro = 0.27iieV; cuive 2: T =

100A', To = O.UmeV; curvp 3: T = -15A',r0 = 0.14mcK; curve 4: Classical theory,
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